For Severe Service Control Solutions, Turn to Fisher Technology and Innovation

FISHER® FEEDPUMP REGULATING VALVE
ELIMINATES CAVITATION AT WE ENERGIES’ POWER PLANT
We Energies® operates the Pleasant Prairie Power Plant (P4) in Wisconsin with a large number of competitor’s
valves, some of which were failing. One of the problem valves was a discharge regulating valve applied on a
motor-driven boiler feed pump. The valve and pump were primarily used for unit startups to fill the boiler drum.
Flow-induced cavitation occurred and contributed to excessive noise and trim erosion. After one or two
startups, the valve would leak. P4 maintenance personnel conducted numerous repairs on the valve. Plant
Engineering personnel decided it was time to replace the original valve, due to high operation and maintenance
costs.
P4 Engineering, Novaspect, and Fisher Severe Service engineers conducted an extensive review of operating
and design requirements for this severe service application. From the process data collected, they calculated
that a max Cv of 144 was required for 100% pump capacity. The valve would have to address inlet pressure up to
3000 psig, outlet pressure as low as 56 psig, as well as the potential for vibration and noise.
The Fisher team recommended an 8x6 globe-style, Type HPT valve with a steel body and stainless steel plug and
seat. The valve’s contoured plug design directs the exiting (final stage) fluid away from seating surfaces,
maintaining tight shutoff and reducing trim erosion. The ANSI class 1500 valve has butt weld end connections,
Class V shut-off, and a Max Cv of 190.
Fisher also has a variety of control-valve trim and accessories specifically designed for power-plant challenges.
Multi-stage Cavitrol® III trim features patented, drilled-hole technology, staging the pressure drop across the
valve and eliminating cavitation. P4 personnel retrieved the FIELDVUE®
digital valve controller from the leaking valve and added it to the new
Fisher valve. The DVC6000 instrument with Performance Diagnostics
(PD) capabilities enables them to monitor valve performance on-line.
ENVIRO-SEAL® live-loaded packing reduces required maintenance by
eliminating packing leaks. And finally, a size 100, Type 585C doubleacting piston actuator provides more than 10,000 pounds of thrust.
The new valve, installed in March 2004, has improved control,
eliminated cavitation, and significantly reduced maintenance costs.
Michael Wiesneth, a Senior Engineer at P4, said, “After a review of
numerous competitor valve designs, we selected a Fisher severe service
valve with multi-stage trim as a replacement. This new valve has
experienced numerous startups without leaking and has received many
positive comments from We Energies’ P4 operators.”
For more severe service solutions, see us at
www.fishersevereservice.com.
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